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A strong egoism is a protection against falling ill, but in the last resort  
we must begin to love in order not to fall ill, and we are bound to fall ill if,  
in consequence of frustration, we are unable to love. 
—Sigmund Freud1

Both Louise Bourgeois and Pablo Picasso loved, at times ferociously so, and at times 
they suffered from it and became ill. Their art reveals, however, that Bourgeois’s 
torment was of another order. Those close to Bourgeois can attest to the deep abyss 
that would suddenly engulf her in anxiety and jealousy, followed by aggression and 
rage. One could perhaps say that Picasso’s paintings evince a trust in love that is 
absent from Bourgeois’s figures.

For Picasso, the seduction of a woman and the deconstruction of the picture 
plane are one and the same. (So much so that the women Picasso paints have his 
eyes.) The fragmentation that for Picasso was a means of opening new areas of  
formal experimentation was for Bourgeois a bodily and a psychic reality that drove 
her plastic concerns. Against Picasso’s restlessness in the realm of sexuality,  
Bourgeois confessed that “the dammed up [sexual] energy is terrific”2 and that she 
felt paralyzed with fear:

I am afraid of silence
I am afraid of the dark
I am afraid to fall down
I am afraid of insomnia
I am afraid of emptiness 
 
Is something missing?
Yes, something is missing and always will be missing
The experience of emptiness3

There seems to be no equivalent in Picasso’s work to such feelings of inadequacy 
and lack. There are no prostheses, amputated limbs, or decapitated torsos, none of 
the casualties of the volcanic violence against self and others that are so prevalent 
in Bourgeois’s work. If the breasts of his women are eroticized objects of contem-
plation and desire, those of hers spill milk on the floor as a symbol of the unmet 
responsibilities of the bad mother. His pregnant women have no umbilical cords. 
Hers do, which expresses the wish that the maternal bonds may never be severed. 
The undercurrent of ambivalence that inflects Bourgeois’s representations of her 
mother—love leavened with Oedipal rivalry, the sedulous care of a sick woman  
in the South of France4 that concealed “a hatred motivation”5—does not appear in 
Picasso’s depictions of femininity.
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There were fewer and fewer “islets of silence” in Bourgeois’s “torment”8 when her 
father unexpectedly died in April 1951. Teetering on the brink of a total breakdown, 
she entered analysis in late 1951 and would continue for more than thirty years. (For 
all the Freudian readings one could make of Picasso’s iconography, it was not  
informed by direct experience of the analytic process. He never underwent analysis, 
and what occasional bouts of depression he seems to have had were precipitated by 
events that actually occurred.) Bourgeois set out to excavate the root causes of  
the disturbances and distempers that manifested themselves through her bodily 
symptoms such as nausea, palpitations, hot flashes, diarrhea, and insomnia. She 
came to understand that her art making, more than an image or a form, was a  
symbolic action that brought repressed material to the surface: “In a deep sense 
angers are healthy, they are an expression of defeat and a form of orgasm.”9 The 
acting out by which Bourgeois made her work was always a form of remembering 
(to say nothing of its sexual overtones).

When she was in her eighties, I asked Bourgeois to allow herself to be filmed  
as she recounted a crude joke her father had played on her when she was young.10 
He cut the outline of a girl into a tangerine, carefully unpeeling the skin to reveal 
the figure in such a way that the fruit’s navel was left intact and its inner stem was 
made into a hanging appendage, like a penis. He then said, “I was trying to make  

Empty stomach empty house empty bottle
The falling into a vacuum signals the abandonment of the mother6

If the primary fact about Picasso as an artist and a man is that he loves, what  
Bourgeois’s art and writing alike confirm is that she wants to be loved. Evidence of 
this fundamental difference between active and passive, lover and beloved, may be 
found in the differing emphases that characterize their representations of couples. 
His are locked together in a kiss, devouring each other with an almost animal  
abandon, while hers cling to each other with a pathological intensity that indicates 
the presence of contradictory impulses: the jealous wish to separate the couple and 
the fear of abandonment. Picasso’s weeping women mourn the loss of the love  
object. Their gaze is directed toward us, as if in supplication or blame, and their 
sharp-edged tears are like pinpricks of conscience and recrimination. It is as if they 
know the reason for their sadness, whereas Bourgeois’s contorted figures act out the 
symptoms of her repressed trauma to which neither she nor they have conscious 
access. As Bourgeois wrote, “The search (pushing on) for truth is what has kept me 
going, the secret of my anxiety.”7 Hysteria may be triggered by loss, real or imagined, 
and the hysteric runs through an interminable series of shifting and unstable  
identifications. It is the difference between Freud’s Dora and Dora Maar.

PA B L O  P I C A S S O   Sibylle (Sibyl), 1921 L O U I S E  B O U R G E O I S   Untitled, 1980
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PA BL O  P I C A S S O    Nu assis s’essuyant le pied (Seated Nude Drying Her Foot), 1921

L O U I S E  B O U RG E O I S    Femme maison (Woman House), 1982




